Over a Decade of .XYZ Innovation

.XYZ is a declaration of independence for the next generation of internet users.

~1% of the internet and ~5 - 7% of new registrations daily!

230+ adopted countries & territories

#1 new gTLD in usage

268 partners that offer .xyz domains

“...to us, .xyz stands as a subtle rebellion against the status quo. While it's equally (if not more) memorable than a legacy TLD, it also conjures feelings of mystery, excitement and innovation. Additionally, being at the end of the alphabet it has a similar feeling of finality that you might find in the phrase "qed".”
— Alex Fine, CEO, FUN.XYZ

“.xyz is the domain of a new generation and new technologies. It's where everything interesting is happening. .Com is like your father's Oldsmobile. When people see .xyz, it's an immediate clue that you're doing something cutting edge, not just technically but culturally.”
— Chris Heatherly, CEO, THEMYSTERYSOCIETY.XYZ

“I chose the .xyz domain because it stands out in conversation. People expect to hear a legacy domain, and so they remember me when I mention my website.”
— Octavious Jones, JONESTHEARTIST.XYZ

“.XYZ is by far the most web3-aligned TLD. It was a no-brainer to use .xyz for the new Fleek platform.”
— Harrison Hines, CEO, FLEEK.XYZ
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Make your mark with a .xyz domain today!

Don't miss out on joining a vibrant network of innovators and creators. Register your .xyz domain today and be part of a global movement!

www.gen.xyz
$2B+ in VC funded companies!

.XYZ is positioned at the center of the innovation economy

FOUNDERS OF OTHERSIDE.XYZ
$450M raised!

BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPER
MONADLABS.XYZ
$225M raised!

WEB3 STARTUP EIGENLAYER.XYZ
$100M raised!

AUTONOMOUS ROBOT DELIVERY SERVICE
STARSHIP.XYZ
$90M raised!

CARD TRADING PLATFORM
ALT.XYZ
$75M raised!

TECH STARTUP SUCCINCT.XYZ
$55M raised!

WEB3 STARTUP PROOF.XYZ
$50M raised!

Pioneering VC entities!

Paradigm.xyz
$2B CRYPTO FUND¹

Dragonfly.xyz
$650M VENTURE FUND²

Dispersion.xyz
$40M WEB3 INFRASTRUCTURE FUND³


Get the 10th Anniversary Marketing Kit